1st NORDIC SMC 2019
Tuesday, November 19, 201913:30-18:00 Oral session at KMA
Royal Swedish Academy of Music
Place:  KMA Royal Academy of music, Blasieholmstorg 8
Best way of travelling to KMA is to take the Red line of T-Bana (tube) at Tekniska Högskolanm
from KTH (enter the first car of the train) and get off at Östermalmstorg .
13:30 - 13:50 Registration
13:50 - 14:00 Welcome
14:00 - 14:40 Oral session Paper presentations
● 14:00-14:20
○ Sonification for Process Monitoring in Highly Sensitive Tasks (Sasan Matinfar,
Thomas Hermann, Matthias Seibold, Philipp Fürnstahl, Mazda Farshad and Nassir
Navab)
● 14:20-14:40
○ pya – a Python Library for Audio Processing and Auditory Display (Thomas
Hermann and Jiajun Yang)

14:40-18:00 THE BILL BRUNSON SESSION WITH MUSIC
14:40-14.55 Opening (Henrik Frisk and Annika Ostenfeld Åkerblom) To honour Bill – Bill’s work
over the years and his contribution to research on music and artistic research. We will also make a
short presentation of an ongoing study on the epistemological development of artistic research in
Sweden: What are the origins of these forms of knowledge and how have the needs for this
knowledge been handled prior to the development of artistic research?
●

14:55-15:15
○ The Visual Representation of Spatialisation for Composition and Analysis.
The motivation for this text is my ongoing research into creating a uniform and
comprehensive notation system for music regardless of sound sources, acoustic or
electronic. I propose a way to visually represent the positions and movements of
sound in composition and analysis of music which in different ways utilises space as
a parameter. I address a number of aspects of spatialised music to take into
account when defining a notation language for the music. I suggest visually
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representing the room in different ways depending on how the music relates to the
concept of space: as projections from the center of a sphere for more structural
work, or as coordinates in a cubic room for works that depict a physical or imagined
space. I also show how these descriptions of space are integrated with my existing
notation system. (Mattias Sköld)
15:15-15:25
○ Princess Bat (Kim Hedås)
15.25-15.45 Coffee break
15.45-16.05
○ Immersive Music Interaction for Everyone.
This study seeks to understand how new and accessible technology can be used
and developed to include producers of standard music into making immersive,
interactive, music experiences. Through observations during a student project and
an analysis of the participant’s reflections it argues that even if the technology
worked well, there are still many opportunities for improvements. The result shows
that the repeated, non-creative, tasks like exporting and naming files can reduce
musical inspiration for students with little interest in technology and that further
development and studies potentially could make interactive music accessible even
for them. The aspect of the project that caused most positive response was
producing and mixing for super-surround which led the students to new insights and
ideas for their everyday music production. Finally the result indicates that even if
there would have been no technical barriers interactive music production might not
appeal to everyone. Interactive music should maybe be seen as a separate
discipline and students with a linear approach to composition will not necessarily
find it interesting. ( Hans Lindetorp)
16:05-16.25
○ Towards a hyper modular ensemble morphology.
Presentation of a recently started PhD project in composition dealing with an
alternate view on collections of musical instruments that takes concepts like agency
and polymorphism into consideration. The project explores how concepts from
object oriented programming and the patching paradigm derived from modular
synthesis can aid in reaching for a new kind of ensemble instrument and musical
morphology in which both human and nonhuman agents are equals. (Mattias
Peterson)
16.25-16.45
○ With Music as a Script: Intermedial narrative between classical art music and
moving image.
The purpose of this study is to interpret and visualize art musical form and content
with the help of moving image. The moving imagery focuses on the playing musician
and the gestures that arise when the music is played.
The study is conducted on the basis of the following research questions:
■ How can musical content be lifted using film as a tool?
■ How can the musical experience be enhanced with visual impressions?
■ What impression does the music have in the film - can the film be reused to
new compositions?
A recurring view is that classical art music should be consumed as it is and usually
does not need any further stimulation of the mind. When classical art music is
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presented today with a moving image, it is often a matter of an image production
that has the task of reproducing the situation of the actual concert. Studies show
that the picture tends to dominate when music is combined with moving image. One
of the reasons for this is that the visual mind accounts for 80% of the impressions
the brain processes. The result is that the recipient's attention to the musical
process deteriorates or is disturbed, thus reducing the musical intrinsic value. The
method of avoiding this is to create an imagery that has the task of lifting and
highlighting musical form and content. With the help of small cameras this is
investigated in practice. The moving image layers (films) are then placed on top of
each other with different opacity. The image layers then interact in the finished film
where musical form and content are lifted. Four labs have been conducted, resulting
in four films, one focusing on a percussionist and three focusing on a pianist. The
purpose of this conference presentation is to show parts of these films and to report
experiences from this ongoing project focusing on questions about how a moving
imagery can be designed for the viewer / listener to see and hear intermodally. By
extension, the problem formulations are also based on the new intermedial aspects
that arise when the music and, the film intended for the music, interact with each
other. To what extent does each of the media retain their identity and when, and to
what extent, something new arises and is established? ( Johan Fröst)
16.45-17:00 Music
○ Excelsior (Katt Hernandez)
17:00-17:20
○ Don’t forget about MIDI! A case study of an innovative church organ
recording.
What is the best way to record that big beast? This issue is central to many of us
who have faced the challenge of recording one of the perhaps most traditional of all
musical instruments: Church Organ. This text describes a recording project where
modern music production technology innovatively was used to record a church
organ. The primal purpose of the recordings was to make a documentation of how
the recorded church organ sounds after a major renovation. One problem was that
disturbing road noise from traffic close to the church made it very difficult to record
in the daytime. Therefore the recordings were done in the night when the
surroundings were more silent. During the renovation, a new digitally controlled
remote console was installed which is connected with the old pipe organ in the
stands. MIDI is used for musical communication between the remote console and
the organ. MIDI technology was used during the production work in an innovative
way solving some of the production problems. Instead of playing the music live
during the recording sessions, the music was first recorded digitally in music
production software using midi sequencer software. This was carried out in daytime
over a long time period. During the actual acoustic recordings the organist, instead
of playing live, started playing back the pre-recorded music live in the organ. And all
the music was recorded acoustically during one night. The recordings resulted in a
CD-record that is a true documentation of how the organ sounds live, even though
the recordings actually were programmed over a long time. This technology opens
up for innovative options for e.g. future compositional work or artistic performances.
Experiences från this project also emphasizes the importance of developing future
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work as well as education where art and technology can cooperate and strengthen
each other. (J-O Gullö)
17:10-17:25 Music
○ Abelian Axioms (Torbjörn Gulz)
17.25-17.45
○ Sound and Music as a source of innovation.
How are we affected by the sounds and music around us? Can we use music to
convey our emotions? Can sound affect how we move? How do we interact with
sound and music in everyday life, and how will we do it in the future? How does a
robot sound? In this paper the author presents results from some research projects
at KTH which can help in providing answers to these questions. ( Roberto Bresin)
17:45-18:00 Closing session

